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APPENDIX B

DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING A SARPS VALIDATION PROGRAMME

1. INTRODUCTION

In response to an action from the Kobe meeting, this paper presents some tentative guidelines
for the preparation of a draft VDL SARPs validation programme.  The minimum objectives of such a
programme and possible ways to achieve them, will be discussed hereafter.  An important point to bear in mind
when developing a validation strategy is to keep consistent with, and take advantage of, similar work performed
by other working groups; in this respect, WP/239 of WG/A (written by D. Cox) can be considered as the latest
reference paper concerning the FAA draft AMSS SARPs validation programme.

2. OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the SARPs is to define the basic technical characteristics of a system
comprising airborne and ground components, to be used worldwide by Civil Aviation Authorities as well as
aircraft operators for safety-related applications.  In particular, SARPs must provide a set of requirements
ensuring system interoperability, leaving the implementation-dependent aspects to the discretion of the various
possible manufacturers.  Therefore, a SARPs validation programme should be at least given the following
objectives:

a) Ensure that the SARPs reflect the real user requirements.
b) Verify the feasibility of a SARPs compliant system.
c) Verify SARPs self-consistency (no contradictory requirements, the system works as

expected).
d) Verify SARPs completeness (no requirement necessary for correct and interoperable

operation is missing).
e) Verify SARPs unambiguity (no risk of misinterpretation of a requirement).
f) Verify consistency with other related documents (such as RTCA/EUROCAE MOPS,

AEEC characteristics...).

3. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES

To meet those validation objectives, different types of activities may be envisaged.  At least
three of them may be considered as mandatory (they are part of the draft AMSS SARPs validation
programme);

a) Formal verification
b) Performance simulations
c) Practical tests (on real equipment or representative system)
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We may now examine how these activities may fill in the overall validation strategy, and which
other tasks could be required.

3.1 User requirements

To ensure that the SARPs reflect the real user requirements, it seems mandatory to maintain
a tight coordination with the other panels, working groups or organizations related to the VDL Subnetwork,
and among these groups principally with the "operational-oriented" ones (e.g. ADSP).  Though it is not clear
at the moment which panel will define operational requirements applicable to VDL, a simple and efficient way
to interface with other groups would be to develop and maintain a short document summarizing the main
technical characteristics of the VDL subnetwork (this document may be the "VDL design guidelines").  Such
a paper has been developed for AMSS by WG-A, under the title "Projected AMSS capabilities and
performance characteristics" (WP/200):  It contains estimated performance figures derived by computation or
small simulations, which are not explicitly specified in the SARPs but may be of interest to operational people.
The figures contained in such a document should be updated regularly, but should in no case be considered as
commitments.  Feedback from the other groups could thus be gathered and discussed within the working group.

In order to gain a more detailed knowledge of the system capabilities, and possibly to check
that higher-level requirements are met, it is necessary to explore by simulation the complex subnetwork
mechanisms.  Different kinds of simulation are needed to reflect the three basic requirements of a
communications subnetwork user; speed of service, capacity, and reliability of service (which includes integrity
and availability).  These simulations may first consider nominal operating conditions, but degraded modes of
operation must also be studied (for example, service recovery delays in case of failure of a system element must
be evaluated).

Several software tools may be used for such simulations:  In the case of AMSS, FAA and
French DGAC use OPNET, which seems well adapted to performance simulations; Inmarsat uses another tool,
called Bones.  However, the critical part of the simulation is less the choice of the tool itself than the
modelization assumptions and the choice of a representative traffic model.

3.2 Feasibility

It is important to verify the feasibility of the SARPs requirements, but as a complete system
based on the SARPs may not be available before some time, it is necessary to adopt a phased approach.
Depending on the degree of maturity reached by the system and on the requirement under study, the following
activities may be undertaken:

! gathering of manufacturers performance data, first from similar state-of-the-art
equipment, then from prototypes and real equipment (this method may be used mainly
for low-level or physical layer requirements);

! analysis:  performance figures involving several pieces of equipment (e.g. EIRP), or
depending on system configuration parameters (such as intermodulation levels for
multi-carrier operating systems), may require a short analysis, as they may not be
accessible through existing manufacturers data;
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! simulations, similar to the ones presented in paragraph 3.1 to verify that the performance
requirements present in the SARPs may be met;

! prototyping:  equipment prototype may be built on a layer-by-layer basis, the missing
layers and equipment being represented by simulation.  This activity is costly and should
normally be performed by manufacturers or service suppliers.  However, for critical
functionalities, some prototyping activity would have to be carried out by Working
Group members to compensate possible deficiencies or delays from suppliers.  It must
be noted that protocol implementations may be achieved in a cost-effective way using
automatic code-generation tools (such as GEODE, based on SDL specification
language); and

! tests on a representative system:  Experimentations and trials may be carried on in a
real-scale environment, when sufficiently representative equipment is available.  This
final step is essential to check the correct interworking of the different system
components.

3.3 Self-consistency

To verify the SARPs self-consistency is to check that there are no errors, contradictions or
undesired effects in the requirements.  To achieve this, the primary method to apply is the detailed review of
the SARPs by different sets of people.  It is good to keep in mind that, how carefully a requirement has been
defined, an external view from people new to the subject (or at least who have not participated in the drafting
of the requirement) may help to discover inconsistencies.  If need be, this process may be formalized by setting
up, for each subsection, reviewing teams distinct from the drafting teams; a constructive and efficient
discussion could be initiated in this way.

How efficient this reviewing process may prove, it may not be possible to remove all
discrepancies using only this method.  Particularly in the field of protocol specification, the necessity to ensure
the reliability and the interoperability of the communications often lead to very complex mechanisms.
Confidence in the validity of the SARPs requirements may only be gained by using formal verification
techniques, which have been described in some detail in a previous Working Paper.  A formal verification
programme of the draft AMSS SARPs, using the software tool VEDA is currently being carried out by STNA
(of WP/237 of WG-A).  To allow an Interactive process between SARPs drafting and formal verification, it
is best to initiate such activities as early as possible.

The verification of self-consistency is facilitated to some extent by the layered organisation
of the document.  For example, formal verification is achieved on a protocol-by-protocol basis.  This requires,
however, to specify carefully the interfaces between the different layers (principally the information to be
transferred between two adjacent layers).  It is also of great help, for formal verification, to specify explicitly
what is the "service" required from a layer by its user, i.e. the upper layer.

Note 1.! In the OSI terminology, a layer is defined by a service-protocol couple; the service definition
includes the different scenarios of service primitive exchanges between the user and the layer in both
communicating entities:  for example, a typical service primitive exchange is the emission by the originating
user of a data request, the successful reception by the destination user of a data indication, and the reception
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by the originating user of successful transmission indication.  More complex scenarios may be envisaged
if characteristics such as data priority have to be taken into account (which should not be the case for VDL).

Note 2.! formal verification is less critical in the case of standardized protocols.  However, if these protocols
are adapted or modified to account for specific system requirements, it is necessary to check that these
modifications do not lead to any problem (even though formal verification may be greatly simplified by the
use of "nearly-standard" protocols).  In the case of the VDL subnetwork both standard (HDLC, ISO 8208)
and non-standard (Link Management, possible provisions for TDMA/circuit-mode communications)
protocols may be encountered.

3.4 Completeness

The verification of the SARPs completeness is not an easy task, as it requires to check that
the system may work in any possible situation.  Formal verification techniques may perform to some extent
this completeness check for protocol operations.  However, from an overall system point of view, a good
confidence in the SARPs completeness may be gained through the different test and simulation activities
mentioned above, as well as through comparison with similar standards developed by other organizations.

Another point related to completeness is the need for the SARPs to be as much as possible a
self-contained document.  Therefore, any reference to another standard document (such as an ISO document)
should be, if not avoided, at least minimized.  For example, the draft AMSS SARPs make reference to the
ISO 8208 document for what concerns the packet formats, but specify explicitly the DCE state transitions and
actions in response to DTE or subnetwork requests.

3.5 Unambiguity

Unambiguity and clarity are mandatory for high-level standards such as SARPs.  It is
important that a requirement may not be misinterpreted, nor expressed in a confusing way.  This may be
achieved first by ensuring a certain consistency in the wording of the different sections, in spite of the possibly
high number of authors (this may be a role of the drafting and reviewing teams mentioned above).

For protocol specifications, the translation of the textual requirements into a formal language,
performed in the course of the formal verification studies, is of great help to improve the SARPs clarity.

Furthermore, as SARPs must contain only high-level, implementation-independent
requirements, it is necessary in several cases to provide some guidance concerning the purpose of a
requirement, or some guidelines for a possible implementation.  Such information may be given either in the
Guidance Material or in notes beneath the SARPs requirement.  However, a consistent approach should be
adopted throughout the document concerning the type of information to provide in notes and in Guidance
Material.

3.6 Consistency with related documents

The review of other related documents, such as MOPS, AEEC characteristics, related ICAO
documents (SARPs, manuals or circulars, and more particularly ATN, SICASP and ISDG documents), has
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been mentioned above as a way to achieve some of the validation objectives.  To keep track of the consistency
with these documents should then be an on-going task throughout the life of the working group.

4. CONCLUSION

It is clear that the establishment of a SARPs validation task is a high-priority task, as this
programme must be co-ordinated with the development of the SARPs.  However, this paper only provides
guidelines and in no case proposes a detailed sharing of the tasks within the Working Group.  It is only
suggested here that the programmes that will be proposed by each Member State or Organization be
co-ordinated within the working group, in order to limit the amount of duplicate work, and to meet the
validation objectives as exhaustively as possible.

In this respect, it will be particularly interesting to achieve an efficient co-ordination with the
work proposed by Eurocontrol in the frame of the EASIE programme (mainly within projects EAS5 and
EAS6), as this work seems to cover a large part of the VDL validation aspects.

! END !


